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The development of language in childhood is but one of several ways of
studying how language changes over time. Developmental psycholinguistk~,
in dealing with diachronic processes in the individual, shares much common
ground with historical linguistics, with studies of languages in CO II t;let , and
with the investigation of the evolution of pidgin and creole languages. In all
of these instances, it has become clear that the study of language during its
unstable or changing phases is an excellent tool for discovering the essence
of language itself. At the same time, the more we know about what language
is, the more we know about the mind and its growth. The structure oflanguage
is constrained by p&cychofinguistic processes of perception, memory, and
This paper is a revi5ed version ofa paper entitled "The more it changes ... On tllldcrslanding
Language by watching it move through time," delivered as the Keynote Address 10 lhe Stall ford
Child Language Research Forum (April 4, 1975). Work Oil the paper wassupported, in pan, by
a grant from The Grant Foundation to the Institute of Human Learning ("Cross.Linguistic
Study of Language Acquisition"; Dan 1. Slob,n, Principal Investigator) and by support from
tnc National Institute of Mental Healtb to the Language-Behavior Research Laboratory,
Department of Anthropology, University of C'llifornia at Berkeley.
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cognition, by sociolinguistic processes, and by the development of these
processes in childhood. My focus here is on ciarifying the psycholinguistic
processes which make language possible. And I propose to carry out this task
by studying the way language changes: the way It changes as the speech of
the child approaches the speech of his community, or as the speech of one
community approaches that of another community, or as a language system
becomes established and keeps adjusting to perturbations from within and
without. In a remarkable way, language maintains a universal character
across all of these continuing changes, so that the more it changes, the more
sme we can be of what it is.
One cannot separ;\te a tbeory of language c!lange from a theory orlanguage
J(ruclllre. And both change and structure arc bound by the same psycholin
guistic and sociolinguistic constraints imposed by the processing of speech in
rca I time and in sodal settings. Both change and structure arc constrained
by the uses to which language is put. Our investigation, therefore, must
begin wi th a characterization of the cognitive and communicative determi
nants of the na ture of human language.
The speaker of a language wants to expres,~ himself clearly, efficiently,
drcctivc!y, and reasonably quickly; and the listener wants to quickly and
clllciently retrieve a elear and informative message, These needs and con
straints ofspeaker and listener determine the structure oflanguage. I conceive
of fonr b,lsic g-round rules to which a communicative system must adhere if
it is to function as a full-neclgcd human language. Let me present them as
imperatives to this creature we arc 'lll studying-imperatives to the semi
mythical being whom I'll refer to simply as Language (with 'a capital L). The
four charges to Langnage arc: (l) Be clear. (2) He humanly processiblc in
ongoing time. (3) Be quick and easy. (4) Be expressive.
TIl{" Hrst charge, la he clear, means that the surf;lce structures of Language
m\l.~t not be too diH"crellt in form and organization from the semantic stmc
lures which undertit' theln. I slated thi); charge several years ago as an operat
illg priudple or child langua!Ie (Slohin, 1973, 0pc!"ittillg Prindple E):
"Undedying scnt,lllllc rdatiollS should be 1l1ark,'d overtly and d,·arly." T\w
uJli\'el's~d.~ or child lilll!-:"U,lfW which I'l'SUlt Ihllll that o[wr;\llng pl'illrlpk, as I
will show ill a while, also appeal' tn Olhersituations ofIan~u;Jgc change. That
is, then' i.s a t('wkney for Language to strive to maintain tI one-to-one 11m jlplllg
between Imderlying semantic structures and sur(;tce uJrms, with the goal of
making messages easily retrievable for listeners. To be "clear," ill the way 1
,lin \Ising the terlll here, is to strive for semantic transparency.
'rhe second charge, to be humanly pracessibtc ill angaing lime, means that
Language must cunlorm to strategies of speech perception and production.
Greenberg ami others have sUll1mari7,ed the sets of linguistic features which
typically (:oherc ill languages of given types, such as the pm;1tioning of nominal
o

and verbal modifiers on the basis of dominant word order of a language.
Recent work by psycholinguists on perceptual strategies (cf. Fodor, Bever,
& Garrett, 1974), along with studies o[computer processing oflanguage and
vadous process-oriented models of language, suggest that perceptual and
productive rules can account for the range of possible manifestations of
surface syntax. Much of the work in experimental psycholinguistics-both
adult and child research-has been devoted to characterizing mechanisms
of language performance, and is directly relevant here.
The third charge to Language, to be quick alld ea.ry, allows for human weakness
and perversity. Somehow it's hard to keep languages from getting blurry.
We seem to try to blur and smudge phonology wherever possible, to delete
and cOntract surface forms, to connate underlying forms in surface expression.
Perhaps the old arguments of least effort still play some role here. At any
rate, there are communicative needs to get a lot of information in before the
listener gets bored or takes over the conversation; and there arc short-term
memory constraints to get a message across before the speaker or listener
loses track of what is going on. And so, con trary to the eharges to be dear and
processiblc, there is also a charge to cut corners.
The fourth charge to Language, ta he expressive, has two important aspects:
to be semantic and to be r/utoricat. By "semantic" I mean the expression of
propositional and referential content. There is a universal set of basic con
ceptual categories which must be expressed in every language. These arc the
categories which arc most salient to the child, and whieh arc essential to
every communicative act. Beyond the set of most salient concepts, there is a
hierarchy of increasingly complex notions, To be minimally expressive
semantically, a language must have means of encoding at least the universal
core ofsalicnt concepts and relations; to be full)' expressive, a wider and more
complex range of notions must be encodable.
The charge to be rhetorical takes account of the fact that Language is u"ed
for more than convey[n~ logical propositions and referential information.
Language mllst provide altcrnalc ways of expressing notions, and must
provide lll('all.~ ror' com jJ1\Clillj{ semantic col\lellt on the surface, ill order l(lf
thc slwilker 10 COllUlHlllkalc If!tll-··tlwt is, to ('mnnlulliraH' dll'ctkdy,
engagingly, appropriately, and so ((mh. The speaker must be able to direct
l he listener's atleJl lioll, 1.0 take accou III of his knowledge and expeclatiom;
the speakeI' must have means for surprising, impressing, playing up to, or
pUlling down his interlocutor; he must have linguistic means of cxpres.~iJlg
relations of status and affiliation between himself and his conversational
partner.
To he fully exprcssive semantically and rhetorically increasc~ the complexity
both of communicative intentions and of su rfacc structure, Ihus pUlling
strains on the charges to be clear and to be proecssible.

Lar.guagc is always under competing pressure to conform to alI four of these
c!ia rgcs. Because the pressures <He in beren tl y compcti tory, languages are
constantly changing, and universals, except for those which are principles
or change itself, always refer to idealized static language situations.
Child language is at first most influenced by the first two charges-to be
clear and to be processible. The child is minimally pressured to transmit a
densely structured message in a compact time interval or to adapt his com
munication to the pragmatics of a wide range of interaction situations. Child
speech is close to underlying semantic intent in form and is guided by the
most basic processing rules. In this regard it is similar to contact vcrnaculars
or pidgin languages-and indeed, turning the comparison around, David
Smith (1973, p. 291) and other students of pidgin and creole languagcs have
pointed out that child language is "pidginized," in that both child language
<l nd pidgi ns arc eh aracterized by rdatively si mpIc for m and restriction of
fUllction in comparison with more developed linguistic systems-including
crcol~s, lanf{uage of older children, and standard languages.
Creoles and standard ad ult languages must attend more closely to the
third and fourth charges as well: to be quick and easy and to be fully expressive.
It is these two needs which provide the impetus for language change, while
the first two needs-to be clear and processible-constrain the directions of
change of a given language system within a small range of possibilities. A gain
in compactness or expressiveness of communication is often purchased at
the expense of ease of processing or semantic transparency of the mess<lge.
The tension between these four factors is present in aU situations of language
change: child development, historical change, language contact, depidginiza
tion or creolization. The speech system of an individual or commu nity at any
point in time can be characterized in terms of these four factors or goals. A
full deunition of the possible ways of carrying out these goals simultaneously
would be a full exposition of linguistic universals, and would answer the
question: What docs a linguistic system have to be in order to qualify as a
possible native language? Only languages which carry out these four goals
will be learnable, usable, and potentially available [or aU mature communi·
cative functions.
I would [ike now to discuss these four goals of Language in the context of
change. In so doing, I want to avoid the question of the source of change and
the- complex issue of the degree to which children arc responsible for linguistic
change. My aim is to make a sketch of the change process itself, trying to find
similarities in sevcral different kinds of diachronic stories. By examing how
each of these charges is carried out under conditions of change, I believe we
will arrive at a dearer notion of the nature of the charges themselves.
I will discuss the four charges separately, though many of the diachronic

situations I will present arc obviously influenced by the joint action of several
of the charges. Let me try to trace out the consequences of each of the charges
in fou r types of linguistic change: the developmen t of language in chiJd ren,
the change of established languages over time, the changes occurring in one
language as a result of contact with another in the minds of bilingual speakers,
and the changes which occur when a pidgin becomes a native language and
expands to fulfill more and more mature communicative functions-that is.
the processes of creolization and decreolization.
To remind you of the terminology; pidgin languages are contact vernac
ulars used between speakers of different native languages for specialized
communication. Such a language can be minimally simple or quite dabo~
rated, but it maintains the characteristic that none of the speakers has aeg uired
it as a first language. A pidgin with native speakers is called a creole. Pidgins
undergo definable changes in the course of creolization. As a creole expands
and difTerentiates to carry out a full range oflinguistic needs ofa community,
it undergoes further definable changes. This process of decreolization pre·
sumably results in the emergence of a new and complete language. The
differences between a pidgin and a creole provide important clues as to what
Language must do in order to fully carry out the four charges. It has been
repeatedly pointed out (e.g., Bickerton, 1975) that a pidgin cannot function
as a suitable native language because it is too slow in tempo and fairs to make
necessary semantic and pragmatic distinctions; I will examine lhis issue as I
go along.
So what we have available for consideration here is a range of linguistic
systems-from minimal to maximal-and some information about separate
instances of change, both ontogenetic and diachronic. In the space of this
paper, I can only sample from these instances, pointing to an eventual unified
theory of Language and language change.

BE CLEAR
CHILD LANGUAGE

In my earlier work on "operating principles" of child language (1973), I
cited numerous examples of attempts by children to maintain acoustically
salient and isolable surface expressions of semantic entities, preferring a
one~to-one mapping of content and form wherever possible. For example,
when English-speaking children discover that contracted auxiliaries can be
analyzed, they often go through a period of exaggerated analysis, using forms
like I will, I will not, and do not, where adults would use I'll, 1 won't, and don't

(Brllugi, 1967). When [talian children discover the role of subject pronouns,
they go through a phase in which lhe normally optional pronoun is always
expressed (Bates, 1976). Zero morphemes are avoided in the acquisition of
innectional paradigms: the English-speaking child prefers hiller! to hit for the
past tense. The Arabic-speaking child uses the plural in expressions with
numeral and noun for an numbers, contrary to the input language (Dmar,
1973). Siavic.speaking children express each grammatical case with an
inflectional .mfIix, cven though the language Ie,lves some cases unmarked in
some gender.~. Lexical causatives arc arlen replaced by periphrastic cxpres
sions, as the English make dead for kill. So there seems to be a general tendency
in child language away li'om synthesis, contraction, and deletion, and towards
more analytic expressions wherever possible. Many more examples could
k

be added.
Furthermore, systems which maintain the principle of semantic clarity
arc also easier to acquire, I II our cross-linguistic research at Berkeley we arc
compa rlll,l; the acquisi tion of English, Italian, ScrLo.Croatian, and Turkish
<l.S native lan~uages. The Turkish system of agglutinative inOectional mor
phology is remarkably Iransparcl1t. There are strings of clearly segmcntable
sunixcd morphemes, each bearing one element of meaning. The system is
totally regular-there arc almost no exceptions to general rules, and there
arc 110 arbitrary subclasses on the basis of features such as grammatical gender
or phonological shape of stem. Each inflectional morpheme is syllabic and
acollstically salient. For example, consider the following portion ofthe nominal
inflectional paradigm:

Partial Turkish il!flectional paradigm
d 'hand'
-1m first person possessive
-ler Fhmtl
-dt' [lx-ative
COlllhill(f(orir/! po,r,ribilillrs
rlim
'my hand'
dlrr
'hands'
ellaim 'my hands'
ctdr
'in band'
dimrle 'Ill my hand'
cllerimdt 'ill my hands'
This is an exceptionally neat example of an analytic paradigm, and is a joy
to descriptive linguists, who usc it as a model in introductory textbooks. It is
apparently a joy (0 the Turkish child as well, and the entire system is mastered
well hefore the age of2.

The Serbo-Croatian inflectional system contrasts sharply. It is a classic
Indo.European synthetic muddle, with the choice of nominal case ending
influenced by issues of grammatical gender, animacy, number, and phono
logical shape ofstem. There are many irregularities, a great deal ofhoffionymy,
and scaltered zero morphemes. For example, whereas the Turkish accusative
inflection is a uniform suffix, the Serbo-Croatian accusative-considering
the singular noun only (since it will be different for plurals, and different a~aitl
for adjectives)·-is realized as a final -u for feminine nouns, -0 lor masculiul'
animate nouns, and zero for other masculine and neuter nouns. Those 5;tme
endings appear elsewhere in the paradigm as well; for example, ·11 i,~ also a
dative OJ' locative ending in some genders; the final -a of masculine animate
aecusaLive is abo the feminine nominative; and so on. Linle wonder that the
Yugoslav child docs not master such a system until about age 5-3 years or
so later than the Turkish child. The first stage of Serbo-Croatian, however,
like the first stage of Russian and of German and other highly inflected Jndo
European languages, adheres to the charge to be clear, The child chooses a
single suffix for each grammatical easc and uses it in all instances, ignoring
gender, irregularities, and so forth. In effect, be has made his Indo-Europe,ll1
language as analytic as possible, and then spends scveral years accepting lhe
morphophonemic complexities of his mother tongue. The principle of mark
ing seman tic rda tions by nom inal suff1xes is as accessible to the I odo- European
child as to the Turkic (or Japanese or Korean or Finnish or Hungarian}
child. It is the violation of the charge to be deal' which slows up the Indo
European chi ld in his course of acq U lsi tion. And the I odo- European languages
tend to collapse and simplify their inflectional systems over time or in bilingual
contact situatiOns, whereas the Turkic system of agglutinative inflectional
morphology has remained stable across a great range of time and contact
si tua (ions,
The picture is cl\actly reversed, however, in regard to syntal\. Ilido·
European-speaking childrfn acquire means for ill.~ertillg one Sel1lCllCC into
another at a very carly agoe. Our Yugoslav children were forming' relative
d;IlI~('S, (ill' I'Xtllnpk, when tlLt·y WI'I'C 2 years old. Here i [ i~ Jndo-EuroJlcall
whi\~h l1I;liIllilins a ckar I!Wppitll!; from [mdt'dylng 5{'manLics ttl S\lI'Clt'l' rOrln,
COlISiJer an exa III pie fWIII Scrbo·Groali'llI. A 2·year.old gll'1 ,~ald lht' equiv
alenl of "I want doll lhal daddy !JnughL." The two underlying sentences
are well- preserved on the SlI dhce, wi Ih the In i alma] adjustmclll n·q 11 ircd by
a rei a Ii VI' pro nOUll nnd d delion ofa repca lell 0 bj cct in the em bedlkd sen Lellre.
The comparable form in Turkish syntax is not mastered until age 5. The
reason is that, in this case, it is Turkish which is ma.ximaH)' opaque. The
details are too complex to summarize, but, bnsically, the predicate of the
embedded sentcnce must be turned into a participle, prepQsed, and possessed

by its agent, resulting in something which could be roughly paraphrased as
"Daddy's boughlcll doll I wanL"

Baba
falher

nlll

genitive

isti)·arum.
bebeg i
dlg
al
I-want
definite
possessive cloU
buy- object
direct
relative suffix
object
particleinflection

One can expect latc-acquired and difficult constructions such as this to be
weak points in a language, and I will show later that Turkic relative clauses
and verb complement constructions are most vulnerable to change in bilingual
contact situations. But first let us look at the charge to be dear in the light of
historical linguistics.
HISTORY

Similar tendencies to maintain a one-to-one mapping between semantics
and syntax can be seen in the historical evolution of Language, though
always in competition with the charge to be quick and easy. Robin Lakoff
(1972) has characterized Indo-European drift as a "mctacondition on the
way the grammar of a language as a whole will change" (p. 178). She dis
cus,<;es a number of gcneral dcvelopments in Indo-European, such as the
obligatory usc of anaphoric, non-emphatic subject pronouJls, the usc of prep
ositions instead of case endings, the development of periphrastic causativcs,
inchoalives, auxiliaries, and &0 forth. All of tl,ese developments move away
from oversynthesis and toward greater semantic transparency. She charac
terizes this metacondition as an instruction to the language "to segmentalize
where possihle." She is not willing to ascribe universal or psychological
significance to this principle, because Jt is not manifested in all instances of
language change. But I would argue that whenever a language has gone too
far from the principle of one-ta-one mapping or semantic transparency in
SOIl\(~ area of'ils Slnlclure, tile tendency In segllH'lllalil,(' will as"IT( itsi'lf, just
as it docs in child language and, as I will point out, in pidgins. The first two
charges-clarity and processibility-strive toward segmentalization. The
other two charges-temporal compactness and expressiveness-strive toward
synthesis, however. As a reJiult, Language constantly Ouctuates between the
poles of ana.lytkity and synlheticity, since nonc orthe charges can be ignored.
I will return to the question of the Linguistic CyeIe later, in relation to the
third charge. For now I just want to point out that there seems to be a uni
versal tendency away from oversynthesis, and that this tendency is manifested
both ontogenetically and diachronically.

CONTACT

When two languages arc in contact in the minds of bilingual speakers, the
charge to be dcar influences what will be borrowed from one language inlo
the other. Weinreich (1953), in his classic survey of languages in contact.
suggested that a language will borrow those forms needed to replace a zero
morpheme or a morpheme which is acoustically not very salient in its own
system prior to contact (p. 33). For example, the comparative in Ukrainian
"is expressed by an unstressed bound suffix (involving frequent root modifica
tiom)" (p. 34). The Romanian comparative is a simple preposed particle,
mai, meaning 'more'. In a Ukrainian-Romanian bilinguaL situation, lhe
Romanian particle entered Ukrainian speech, resulting in forms equivalent
to mare older-a clearer marking ofunderlying semantics and quite reminiscent
of child speech. {One might also note the extension of the analytic compara
tive and superlative in English, gradually replacing inflectional forms. We
no longer can say efegantest, as John Milton did, and even profounder or pltaJ
anler, to my ear, should be replaced by more profound and more pleasalll; cf.
Barber, 1966.)
Weinreich dearly states a version of our position in discussing grammatical
transfer between languages: "Significantly, in the interference of two gram
matical patterns it is ordinarily the one which uses relatively free and invariant
morphemes in its paradigm-one might say, the more explicit pattern
which scrves as the modd for imitation" (p. 41). He cites several unrelated
cases in which a language using a bound possessive morphcme has replaced
it with a pronominal possessive construction. This has happened to Estonian
under German influcnce, to Amharic in contact with Cushitic. and to' Israeli
Hebrew in interaction with Yiddish and other Indo-European immigrant
languages.
The preference for clear mapping of underlying forms is evident not only
on the morpbological lcvd, as I pointed out in comparing the acquisition of
relative clause constructions in Indo-European and Turkish. You will recaH
that the Turkic languages have extraordinarily complex means for the sur
['ICC realization of structurc.~ in which one senten re is subord inaled t{} a!lot Iwr.
(I offered the example or object relativc ellluses; similar argumcnts could hc
made in regard to subject rdatives and verb complement constructions.) One
would expect that Turkic speakers would prefer more transparent means of
expressing such constructions as relative clauses. There arc many cxamples
oflong-term interaction between Turkic and Indo-European languages, since
th e two la ngu age types arc in con tact over a long belt; stretching from Central
Asia into the Balkans. In every case I have investigated, the Turkic lan
guage always borrows or invents a relative particle on the model of the
Indo-European contact language, while keeping the Turkic inflectional

morphology intact. This has happened to Azerbaijani under the influence of
Persian, to KaraitcTurkish in the Crimea unckr Russian influence, to Gagauz
Turkish under Romanian influence, and in several other cases. Circumlocu
tions to avoid relative clause constructions are common in child speech and
informal lipcech in Turkey, resulting in forms closer to the Indo-European
model-something like: "Well daddy bought a doll, huh? J want that one."
(As I will point out later, such forms are strikingly similar to the new means
ofrclativization currently evolving in Tok Pisin, a New Guinea pidgin which
is presently crealizing.)
This phenomenon suggesls a general principle of language contact: Fomls
which ar/,; lale to be acquired by ,hildl'eJl are presumabl.J' aha relatively dijJicultJoI' adults 10
!Jroce.u, and Jfwuld be Up tcial!;' llulnerable to change. Such forms will be modified
or replaced in a contact situation if the neighboring language h~s semantically
equiva!cn t forms which are acg uired at an earlier age. Thus relative age of
acquisition can be taken as an index of psycholinguistic complexity, and can
be used to predict degree of resistance of a form to change. Kiparsky has
phra.~cd a similar rule for historical linguistics; "Basically, we can say that
rules are susceptible to loss if they are hard to learn" (1971', p. 627).
This gcneralization is restricted, however, by the other charges to Language:
Sometimes (as Ferguson has pointed out to me in regard to Amharic) a com·
plex form can be maintained or even borrowed for expressive purposes-to
mark the status or social affiliation of the speaker, or the style of the discourse.
Anel, furthermore, change must be consistent with the general typological
• fcalures of tile language in order to maintain proccssibility. It would be diffi
cult for an-Indo.European language to borrow agglutinative suffixes without
altering many other characteristics of its structure, though far-reaching
typological changes have occurred historically.
PIDGIN/CREOLE

Paul Kay and Gillian SankoO' characterize pidgin language as "deriva·
tionaUy shal!owef than natural lal1~llagl'S and rellcrt[ingJ universal dc{:p
(=.~(·ltu\JlIic) stnLetlllT in tlwir SlIrf~,ce sh'ucl\Ires more directly than do
lllllllral lang.uages" (H1H. p. GO). This sounds like maidmal adherence to
the charge to he clt'ar, and bears a strong similarity to many characterizations
of child l,tUguage. Kay and Sankoff define tbis goal of Language in terms of
surr,\cc structures which are "in conformity with universal deep structun.,"
Pidgins unci early stages of creoles arc maximally analytic, lHlVing no inlkc
tional morphology at aU and using s(~parate lexical itl.~ms or particles like
adverbs and prepositions, along with word order, to express underlying
semantic relations. When relieved of the pressure of the third and fourth
charges, thell, Language renects the first charge most clearly.

BE PROCESSIBL.E

I have discussed only the first of the four charges to Language so far. The
charge to be clear requires a fine intermeshing of semantic and srntactic
processes. The second charge, to be processible, raises issues of producing
and perceiving speech in real time. Linguists and psycholinguists arc speaking
more and more about perceptual strategies, and most ofwhal 1 will have to
say here deals with the receptive end of communication. Similar short-term
constraints, of course, apply to the speaker as well as the listener, but this
area of psycholinguisties has been less well elaborated.
Every change in a language system must conform to the limitations of
processing strategies. It is becoming clear" that such strategies arc of necessity
interlocked, so that a change at one point in a system necessitates changes
elsewhere in order th<:.t the meaning of messages can be encoded or decoded
within the capacity of a human language processor.
CHILD LANGUAGE

Much of recent experimental work with child language has been devoted
to stralegies for speech perception and comprehension. I have formulated
"operating principles" which rely on a natural tendency to look for meaning
at the ends of words and in the order of morphemes (Slobin, 1973). Bever
(1970) and others have proposed developmental sequences of word Qrder
strategies. And Fodor, Bever, and Garrett (1974) have elaborated a general
psycholinguistic model based on the proposition that languages provide sur
face cues to underlying structures precisely because such cues arc required
for perceptual strategies involved in the ongoing parsing of sentences.
Developmentally, we know that some perceptual strategies arc more aCces
sible than others. It is apparelltly easier to attend to postpositions than to
prepositions, to continuous rather than discontinuous structures, and so forth
(Slobin, 1973). Constructions which can be signaled by special particles, like
relative- pronouns, an' 11lore readily processed by yOllng children if thos('
markers arc not deleted. '(']ll~ chil(1 '.~ attcmp{s to be dear in his oWIlJ\pcakiJ~~'~
MIC!J as avnidinl{ rtlnlracrious, oVt'rusiuj{ pn.'pnsitions, and pladug ahliorlH~d
stress on inflectional l1lorphemcs-prohabfy serve the [unction of keeping- his
ongoing speech more perceplible to himself, that is, to keep him from losing
track of where he is in a developing utterance. At the same time, as we have
discovered ill our cros£-linguistic research, some perceptual strategies apprar
to be eqllal[y acc{'s.~ible at the beginning ofgraltlillatical development-such as
attention to either word order or in{1ections in guiding sentence interpretation.
But such facts cannot account for linguistic chat/ge, because they do not
apply singly, but in interrelation with one another. A VSO language, for
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examplc, will not develop postpositions, even if they arc more perceptible
than prepositions, because other perceptual strategies require that a language
of this type be prepositional. The contribution from developmental and
experimental psychoHnguistics must be to define the limits of perceptibility
and learnahility ofgrammatical structures. thus defining the range ofpossible
languages and directions of change.
HISTORY

\Vhcn a language is in the process of change, however, the perceptual
strategies most accessible to children should playa role in determining the
direction of change. Charles Li and Sandra Thompson (1974), for example,
no te th a t Chi nese is in the process of moving from aVO to an OV language.
The change is not complete, and for some expressions forms of two types arc
present. For example, there arc co-occurring va and Preposition-OV forms,
such as:

Xi qu nar? 'You go where?'
Ni dda nar qI1? 'You to where go?'
The latter form provides more surface cues to underlying structure, in that
the preposition can help guide sentence interpretation strategies. If the new
OV [(Jm, with prcpmition is more accessible to basic perceptual strategtes,
we should expect it to be preferred in acquisition. The direction of linguistic
change seemS to be one of enhancing processibility.
Bever and Langendoen (1971) have made the Olost elaborate argument in
this regard, in tracing the history of relative clause constructions from Old
English to Modern English. They suggest that, with the decline of nominal
iI10cc!ions, perceptual confusions occurred in various relative clause construc
tions, eventually resulting in new restrictions on the use of relative pronouns
in order to avoid such confusions. At each point in its history, the language
has apparently been strongly constrained by the charge to conform to per
ceptual stra tegies.
In the space I have here I can only hint at the importill1ce of perceptual
strategies in accounting for linguistic universals, but the ramifications of this
point should be of great interest to students of child language development.
A tborough attcmpt to relate a set of typological universal.~ to perceptual
strategies has reecntly been made by Kuno (1974) in Linguistic Inquiry. It is
too lengthy to summarize here, but it is important to Olein that he has
appealed to perceptual constraints on the processing of self-embedded con
structions to account for apparently universal relations between basic word
order typology and the positioning of relative clauses, nominal modifiers,
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and conjunctions. For example, SOY languages are characterized by the use
of postpositions and prenominal relative clauses. Kuno suggests that these
dusters of typologicaIJeatures function to avoid center-embedded construc
tions as much as possible, thus reducing overaU psycholinguistic complexity
in the language.
A simpler example to present here is one offered by Lehmann (1973). He
argues that the primary concomitant of the verb is the object. Although he
does not offer a perceptual argument, one could say that the verb and its
object constitute a kind ofperceptual Gestalt which resists interruption. In a
language which is in a consistent stage of its development, one finds a distribu
tion of elements which guarantee the integrity of this Gestalt: in an OV
language, verbal modifiers follow the verb and nominal modifiers precede the
noun, keepi ng a and V together; in aVO language, verhal mod illers p reced e
the verb and nominal modifiers follow the noun, again preserving the Gestalt
of verb and object. Languages which are inconsistent in regard to the place
ment of verbal and nominal modifiers arc probably undergoing c!lunge. One
would expect that children learning such languages would apply natural
perceptual strategies, with the eventual effect ofremoving the inconsistendes.
That is, the parts of a linguistic system which are not in accord with universal
principles of language processing should pose difficulties to the child, and
should show the greatest variation and protraction in individual ontogenetic
development.
There arc at least two ways in which a language can become unclear
perceptually. In the simpler case, phonological change or fusion call make
some distinctions less distinct acoustically. In such cases, perceptual clarity
is re-established by extending the usc of existing forms, such as the English
relative pronoun or the Romance prepositions and articles, or by introducing
new forms consistent with the overall structure of the language. For example,
the Turkic languages are OV and agglutinative, and, accordingly, are
suffixing and postpositional in type. Repeatedly in their history, postpositions
become reduced to noun suffixes, followed by the introduction of new post
positions. As long as the basic word order type remains stable, and the overall
system is consistent, the perceptual and processing strategies produce th£'
same result over lime: new particles in the same position and bearing the snnw
meaning as old particles whose acoustic clarity has eroded.
But a language can also become unclear perceptually when it is changing
in basic word order type, as in the example of Chinese. In such cases, the
perceptual strategies operate to ensure consistency in the overall system.
When Proto~Indo~Europeanpresumably was in a transition from an OV to
a VO language (Lehmann, 1973), there must have been a period in which
postpositions were very difficult to process, and speakers had no recourse but
to indicate the relevant notions prepositionally in order for their speech to
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adapt to lhe inherent real-time constraints on programming and interpreting
utterances.
CONTACT

There cert,linlyare cases of bilingual situations in which such attempts to
maintain <l consistent set ofrrocessing rules can be demonstrated. Apparently
in a long'-term bilingual or multilingual situation, where speakers must con
stantly usc two or more languages, lhere is a striking tendency for grammalical
convergen ce betwecn thc Iangu agcs. Gu mpen and Wilson (1971 ) nave made
a remarkable demonstration of this point in a study of Kupwar, a village in
India where Urdu, ;"ilarathi, and Kannada have been maintained for cen
turies within a community of interacting speakers. Urdu and Marathi arc
Indo-E.uropean and Kannada is Dravidian. In Kupwar, however, the local
variants of th~'se three languages are virtually identical in their surface syntax
and phonetics, while maintaining distinct vocabulary and morphophonemics,
I l seems that it is extremely difficult-if not impossible-to maintain separate
systems of psycholinguistic processing rules in situations of daily, continuing
bilingualism.
AUempts by bilinguals to reduce two languages to one set of processing
ru les can be revclllcd over a very short time span. Donald Larmouth (1974),
in a recent paper on four generations of Finnish speakers in Minnesota, has
demonstrated such changes. For example, the system of Finnish inflections
has been lost, reg uiring that Minnesota Finnish become a rigid SVO lan
guage. NOle that this makes Finnish compatible with the sorts of word order
perceptual strategies proposed for English by Bever. Weinreich (Ht53) re
ported a similar change in Slovenian under the influcnce of Italian in a
bi Iingu at sit WI ti all. The f." te of Fi n nish postposi tions in M inn csota is also of
intefcst: They move in position to hecome prcpositions, on lhe English
model.
Note that such a clwnge is possible b(~causc Finnish and English arc both
SVO lan~Ullgcs, amlwch lallguages can apparently function with either
preposhiol1s 01' postpositiolls, Presumably an SOY language could not accq)t
a rrqJOsitiol\;r! system without a Cotlcoluitalll changt· in ba~ic word ordcl'.
\V1I;!1 happen~ when very young children learn two languages or dillcrcnt
(ype,,? There is some suggcstive evidencc that such child rcn go through a
swge of imposing similar ordering rules on both languages. The preschool
bilingual child is !lot necessarily constrained by the interlocking set ofsyntactic
patterns which characterize a language as to basic type, because these pat
lerns arc ddincd across the whole linguistic system-for example, relatIng
the positions of relative dauses, noun and verb modifiers, conjunctions, and
so forth. Knowing only a part of each language, the young child is freer to
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violate typological constraints than an older speaker would be. 1 For example,
Imedadze's (1960) daughter was learning Georgian-an ergative languag·c,
along with Russian-an accusative-type language. She went through a
period of using the Georgian ergative suffix as int were an accusative inflec
tion, placing it on the word which would require an al;;cusative inflection
in Russian rather than the native ergative posidon. Malmberg's Finnish
speaking child, learning Swedish, used Swedish prepositions as postpositions,
on the Finnish model (Malmberg, 1945; reported by Ervin-Tripp, 1973,
p. 271). Note that in both ofthcse cases, as in the Gumpen and Wilson Indian
case, each or the two languages maintains its lexical material, but the position
of grammatical markers results from application of a single set of production
rules ror both languages. Presumahly such constraints on uniformity of pro
cessing strategies across languages account for the kind of widespread and
significant grammatical change which has occurred historically in situations
oflong-terrn contact between languages differing in basic typological features.
PIDGIN/CREOLE

Pidgin and creole situations can be used in two different ways to define
more precisely the manner in which Language must adhere to the charge to
l This clai m should he investiga ted in developmental studies, 111 y argumcot here is that
typological ('Ousi,trnck" within a given language are formed by a eomple~ interplay ofproees.'ing
eonsltilinls ami efficiency pressures across n large range of HngllL,tic forms. Kuno (1914 l, for
example, shows lhat prenominal positioningofrdalive clauses in SOY languag,cs and po,'tnominal
positioning ofrelalivc clauses in VSO languages acts to minimiu (hut not abolish) the occurrence
or cenlcr-embedded structures (wbich impose a burden on sentence processing), nut Cor Ihis
phenomenon to have an effcct on the individual, he must be mature enough to produce a variety
o[ com plex senlenee types. In addilion, Kuno shows how si rnilat considerations areoun t [or the
positioning of cOl~iunClioIlS and q uesllon words, the u.'e of pre- or po.,t positions, a tid Ihe presenct'
or ;ihsencr of rdative pronoun~, It may be thaI the rhild mu~l command a rang~ of linguistic
form., before Ihe p~ydlOlill gu i.'1 ie preSsure' for li'pologieal comislency exert an itlfll1C1lcc on hi~
langll'l!ic. On the olher hand, thc child may he ~cmitive at quite an early a~c to the iflterrclation~
between fJ(\~ili"n;li comlr'lint.< ill his language. For example, having acquired SOY order and
I'mtp",i1iolls, the child may "r~prel" ur al k,L't l{or! mo.,l emnCorJ.lbk wilh prelJorninat po~iliQn.
iug "t" relalive dau.,rs,
'rh,- n.unpl".' j.\in'n in I he p'lpe r ,Ire (If biliII l(un I dlill! r"l1. ThIs b>lH' wunM Ill' ,Tty <liflkn!t
10 hwc"lig;l\c ill monolingual aC!]l1i~ili(lr1 oC a Ii'lJOlogically COusi,lenl language, sinei' errors in
P{)~ili(Jni<lg of gramm,uical dcm<:l1l.1 tends 10 he inrrequelll, However, much could IJC learned
from in vcHigalioll or Ihe ;Icq u;~ilion of typologically inconsi£lent jan.~uag{'3, thaI is, t [10,« bn
guages pre~eutJy in Ihe process of change [rom one LJa~ic word order type to another. Forexampk,
Amharic i~ apparently in a late stage or change from VSO to SOY, presumably under the in
Ouenee oC Cmhitie languages (Bach, 1970; Little, 19H). A~ a result, there arc hOlh pre- and
postpositions, and even constructions of preposition-noun-postposition. One would expect
children to prcfeT postpo~itional slruetuTes and to omil prepositions. Generally, Ihe reseaT"h
~trategy would be to ptedict Ihal children will find it casier to learn to place grammatical forms
in positions consistent with the basic word order of lhe language.

Dan I. SIobin

be processiblc. On the one hand, an examination of the most elementary
contact vernaculan; can reveal the minimal grammatical equipment required
to render Language humanly processible. Kay and Sankoff dearly state the
goal of Ibis sort of endeavor when they propose (H/74, p. 62): "Since the
communicative functlons fulfilled by contact vernaculars arc minimal, these
languages may possibly reveal in a more direct way than do most natural
languages the universals of cognitive structure and process that underlie all
human language ability and language usc." On the other hand, the changes
brought about in conditions of creolization-when the communicative fune·
lions of a language system expand-can reveal the nature of more complex
processing ru les. I would like to explore each of these paths, first by considering
a minimal contact vernacular, Russenorsk, and then by looking at one aspect
of a rapidl y evolving creole, New Guinea Tok Pisin.
RusscllOrsk (Broch, 1927) was a trade language used between Russian
merchants and Norwegian fishermen in the Arctic Ocean for at least 100 years
before 1917. h was used only during the hriefsummer trading pcriod each
year, for the mi nimal functions of trading fish for agricultural products. It
provides a striking example of the basic perceptual cues which a language
must provide in order to be processible. The parallels to very cady child
language arc intriguing. There were no nominal inflections and a fixed SVO
order. Although the difference between nouns and verbs could probably be
identi {ied on semantic grounds, the language had begun to evolve a gcneral
vt'rbal sulfix which served simply to mark the verb as such. Tense and aspect
were indicated periphrastically. Subject and object were thus identified by
word order, and verb by word order and verb marker. The only remaining
perceptual probl<;m was to differentiate noun-noun constructions as to under
lying case relations. Two juxtaposed nouns were interpretable as expressing
a gcni tive relationship, wi th fixcd order of possessor-possessed. All 0 ther case
relations between nouns were expressed by a generalized preposition, which
could be interpreted as locational, directional, dative, and so forth, on the
basis of the plausible semantic combinations of the two nouns, as you can see
in the following examples. (The generalized preposition, po, is a merger of a
very frequent and polyselTIous preposition in Norwegian and Russian. In
these examples, con tent words arc translated into English.)

Little monty po pocket. 'Not much money in thc pocket.'
Alastrr po boat? 'Is the master on the boat?'
What you business po this day! 'What arc you doing on this day [ = todayJ?'
Po you wife! 'Is there by you a wife?' [= Do you have a wife?]
Steer po shore. 'Steer to shore.'
Speak po master. 'Speak to the master.'
How-many day po sea)'ou? 'How many days were you at scar

How-muck we£ght flour po one weight halibut! '\Vhat quantity of nour in
exchal1gefor what quantity of halibut?'
There were a few basic question words, no conjunctions, no embedded con
structions. So a language, to be processihle, must at least have means of
identifying nouns and verbs, and must provide means of distinguishing \·ari·
ous case relations. This can be clone with word order rules, one general verbal
marker, and one general preposition.
Now consider a pidgin language which is undergoing rapid enrichmcnt as
it expands to become a native language and the official language of a speech
community. Gillian Sankoff is providing us with more and more fascinating
informa lion abou t New Guinea Tok Pi~in, a version of pidgin English which
has been acquiring native speakers before her very eyes (Sankoff & Laberge,
1973. Sankoff & Brown, 1976). As the language has become the medIum of
fluent, urban discourse, it has had to face the problem of making it clear to
the listener where the boundaries arc between embedded relative clauses and
matrix sentences. The version of the language described by Sankoff has
introduced a relativc particle based on the dcictic ia (derived from English
here). The exciting thing about Sankoff's analysis of this innovation is her
demonstration that the relative marker functions to keep speaker and listener
cued in to the rapid flow of meaning in ongoing discourse. The particle serves
as an auditory bracketing of the relative clause, and aHows the speaker to
check ifthe listener is aware of the bracketing. Consider the following examples
(Sankoff & Brown, 1976):

.Nfl pik ia [ot ikilim bipo ia} bai ikamap olsem draipela ston.
'And this (the) pig they had killed before would turn into a huge stone.'
Meri ia [em i yangpela meri, draipela meri ia] em harim istap.
'The girl, who was a young, big girl, was listening.'
Em wanpela America ia [ipulim noim long en).
'It was an American who gave her her name.'
The particle functions both as a cue to the listener's perceptual strategies and
as a device for the speaker to keep track of the listener's attention. Thr par·
ticle io is a ddetic clement which can also be used simply to focus on the
phrase to which it is attached. Once 1'1 phrase is brought into fOCllS, however,
additional information can be added, tl..'i in the ahove examples. This is a
basic form of subordination, and the point of origin of the rdative clause.
Once the additional information has been given, the end of the interruption
or subordination is marked by another occurrence of ia, often with rising
intonation to allow the listener to indicate assent. The teft-hand ia and the
right.hand ia are clear guides to perceptual strategies, letlhlg the listener
know that an embedding has interrupted the matrix sentence. In facl, the

right-hand ia can be omitted in sentence final position, as in the third of the
examples above, indicating that its special rotc as a perceptual marker is to
return the listener to processing of the matrix sentence.
We know from psycholinguistic research with children that relative clauses
<'Ire more ea.~ily processed if a relative particle is present, and adult psycho
linguistic research has shown that the relative pronoun in English is an impor
tant guide to perceptual strategies (Fodor, Bever, & Garrett, 1974). It is
indeed striking that an evolving language is constrained in similar fashion
to introduce a marker of relative clauses. It is also striking that the device
chosen-bracketing of lhe relative dause with discourse-based particles-is
the same mcallS used by Turkish children and Turkish colloquial speech to
avoid the complexities of tile Turkish relative clause. The Turkish equivalent
of the first Tok Pisin example given above would be something like: "Well
they killed a pig, huh? That pig would turn into a huge stone." What corre
sponds to a relative clause i,~ bracketed by an introductory particle (originally
a locative interrogative) focusing the listener's attention, and it is terminated
by a particle, often with rising intonation to check the listener's attention.
(It is pure chance thal the right-hand particle in Turkish isya!)
When a language is faced with the communicative need to use one propo
sition to modify part of another, it is apparently necessary to make sure that
the listener knows when he is to be processing the main proposition and when
he is to be processing the embedded proposition. In an established language,
the cues to relative clauses function below the level of consciousness to guide
the perceptual strategies of the listener. In developing languages, however,
it seems tha t it is the speaker who is aware tha t the listener may have difficulty
in keeping track of the' coUrse of the utterance. It is significant that relative
particles arc often derived from ddctic or interrogative words, as if the
speaker were actively directing the listener's attention, by pointing and ques
tioning, to the now of information between propositions.
BE QUICK AND EASY

'1'1)(' dmrgt·s to be dear and to be rr(Jc(~ssible am consl,lIltly eroded by all
our skilled lllotor behavior is
opposing' dtarge-·-!a be quick miff ealj. All
pulled by opposing lendcncies to be precise and to accomplish a task without
working (00 harel. Compare your elementary school handwriting with your
present Iwndwriting; or think of the first stages of learning to dri vc or tic a
shoe, or what have you. It has been widely noted that older children speak
morc quickly and Ouently than younger children; that mastery of a foreign
kmguagc is marked by increased speech rate; a'nd that the speech ratc of a
creolc is much marc rapid than that of its ancestral pidgin langu<lge.

or

Why should mature communication be marked by rapid tempo? Not only
is there a natural tendency to minimize effort, but there is also a need to
compact more information into a surface utterance, relating parts of the
utterance to other propositions~implicd, presupposed, or expressly com
municated, The charge to be expressive, when fully developed, requires the
speaker to communicate an elaborated message~a message which takes
account of the background knowledge and involvement of the listeuer. As
the surface density of the message increases, Language must provide more
perccptual cues, like the relative markers I discussed earlier in relation to the
second charge. At the same time, however, there is a conflicting tendency on
the parL of the speaker to reduce verbal emphasi.~ on those markers in order to
stre,s various aspects of the semantic message itself.
CHILD LANGUAGE

Earlier, I mentioned children's tendencies to decontract, to put abnormal
stress on grammatical functors, and so forth. But such acoustically strikin,g
reflections of attempts to maintain clarity quickly pass.. It is as if a spotlight
moves over each grammatical element: when a particular form is focused on
in the course ofdevelopment, the child is struggling to master it-an auxiliary,
a negative particle, an inflection. With mastery, the light moveS on. The
grammatical form is now in the shadow, on the periphery of linguistic con
sciousness, joining into the rapid flow of un-self-conscious speaking.
HiSTORY

From time to time in linguistic history, however, the process is not quite as
smooth. The facts of phonological change arc weU known and have various
origins and consequences. Sound change can wreak havoc with grammatical
distinctions, producing unacceptable levels of homonymy or ambiguity when
grammatical markers lose acoustic salience or sufficient distinctiveness from
each other. For example, reduction of final syllables and stress on initial
syll;Lolcs ha, eroded GcrmnnicinOcctional systems, re,ulting in languages
like our own, with their analytic word forms aad word order rules. The cyril'
IW(W\'Cll analytic 'Hld sylltlwlic, with collco/nltant restrictions on word order,
has been well demonstrated. In the case of Egyptian (Hodge, 1970), where
we have the incredibly great lime depth of over 1000 years of data, the fan
gUilge has appilrent!y completed the fun cycle lwice. The tension belween
the first and third charges to Language-clarity and speed-results in very
rapid formal chnngcs. For example, in less than two millenia, Spanish hits
replaced the synthetic future tense of Latin with an analytic construction, as
in amare habeo, and ha.s reduced that innovation to a synthetic tense inOection,

am are.

Such phenomena, of course, make up the heart ofintroductory courses in
historical linguistics. We still have a lot to learn, however, about the roles
played in tbis sort of linguistic change by ontogenetic and pragmatic factors.
PIDGIN/CREOLE

In the study of creole languages, we are in an excelIent position to locate
the source and trace the development of changes in rate and compactness of
expression. The most dramatic example, again, comes from Gillian Sankoff's
study ofNC\'\' Guinea Tok Pisin (Sallkoff & Laberge, 1973). She and Suzanne
Laberge have examined ways in which Tok Pisin as a native language differs
from its structure as a fluent second language. Native speakers of Tok Pisin
<lre mainly under the age of 20, learning the language from non-native
speaking parenls who use it as the common family language. The charac
tCrlZa(lon of child speech in Tok Pisin offered by Sankoff and Laberge is a
cogent summary of adherence (0 the third charge to Language (pp. 35-36):
The children speak with much greater speed and fiuency, involving a number
of morphophonemic reductions as well as reduction in the number of syllables
chamc IcristicaUy receiving primary stress. Whereas an ad ult will say, for the
sc I~tt' lice" I am going home,"
( t) l\1i g6 tOllg hi\.us;

a child will often sa'!
(2) !\<{i

go l:i"ms;

three syllables rather than four, with one primary stress rather than two.

Note that the parents are alsoJluent speakers. Apparently there is something
about child speecb, or the nature of a native language, which plays a leading
role in bringing Language to adhere to the third charge.
As Tok Pisin became the medium for a wide variety of communications
such as parliamentary debates, newspapers, and radio-its grammar began
10 change. This change is accelerated In the speech of children acquiring
Tok Pisin as a native languag.e. For example, the future marker began as a
sentence introductory adverb baimhai (from the English by and by). This
marker became reduced to hai, moved within the sentence to preverbal posi.
tion, and acg uired obligatory status. At this point, the first and second charges
are well adhered to: the preverbal tense marker is in a semantically clear
posi tion and is acoustically salient. The fact that it is obligatory probably aids
perceptual strategies required for rapid speech processing, but this same fact
runs counter to the charge to minimize effort and focus on message content.

This third charge comes into play when haimbai is reduced to a single syllable,
hai. In the speech of native Tok Pisin-speaking children, the particle tends
to be reduced to b~ and receives less stress than in adult speech. rt is moving
from a particle to an infiectional prefix, with the possible eventual fate of
being swallowed up by the verb.
In this case, as in the case of the relative marker la, Tok Pisin shows the
evolution of grammatical markers in present-day time. This remarkahle
si tuation makes it possi ble to observe the natural course of cO os truction of a
grammar suited to carry out all four of the charges to Language. It seems,
given the limited but suggestive evidence at hand, that it is adult speakers
who invent new forms, using them with some degree of variability in their
speech. Children, exposed to this variability, tend to make these new forms
obligatory and regular.

BE EXPRESSIVE

Be Semantlcally Expressive

I now want to turn to the fourth charge to Language: Bt ~xpresJiue. As r
pointed out at the beginning, this charge has two aspects-one semantic and
one rhetorical. The first aspect, to be semantically expressive, most broadly
conceived means simply that utterances must make sense. That truism, of
course, is hardly interesting. In the light of language deVelopment and
change, though, some aspects of making sense seem to be more hasic than
others. Recent work in linguistics (e.g., Traugott, 1973) and psycholinguislics
(e.g., E. Clark, 1974) suggests that some notions may be more salient psycho·
logically, whereas others may he more distant from the most natural or
obvious manner of conceiving of events. The more salient or basic notions
can be defined as those which are earliest to develop in childhood. These
should also show the greatest degree of universality and should be best main
tained across the various change situations we are considering here. I can
only hint at a few of these notions [or now.
CHILD LANGUAGE

Eve Clark (l974) has proposed a model for language acquisition according
to which the child first attempts to map linguistic forms onto pre-existing
perceptual categories. For example, she proposes the following sort ofstrategy
for determining meanings of concrete nouns and prepositions of spatial
rclations (p. 36):

Pick out whatever seems to be the most salient charaeteristic(s) perceptually, and
assume [until given counter-evidence] that that is what the word refers to. Act
on thLs assumption whenever you want to name, request, or call attention to
something.

I think this strategy can be generalized from "perceptually salient charac
teristics" to "salient cognitive categories" generally. The particular cognitive
categories I want to consider here rdate to verbal notions of tense, aspect,
and modality, hecause they appear across a number of change situations, My
approach, as l11Jore, will he to usc oIJtog-cllctic dafa (0 dl,t('rmine a natural
;;equcllCl:, ane! then examine that sequence in historical, contaet, and pidgin
crClllc situations.
Francesco An tinucci and Ruth Miller (1976), working in our laboratory
at Berkeley, suggest that tense markel'S arc first used to express aspectual
notions. III Italian child specch, for example, the past participlc is first used
only to refer to the end state ofsome process, such as "fall," "close," "break,"
"burn, " and I he like. Verlls whkh describe states and activities with no
drar l~nd state, like "walk," "play," and "sleep," arc at fIrst Hot used in the
past tense. Similarly, in English clata the first productive past tense forms arc
limited to evculs resulting in a present end-slatc, likeJalled, spilled, and covered,
while state verbs and activity verbs.arc still not used with a past tense inflection.
The past tense seems to be used not to refer to the action of the subject prior
to t!Ie' utterance, but rather to focus on the perceptible end state of the object.
Only later can the child shift his attention from the current state of affairs to
the antecedent determining event, and extend the inflection to refer to past
time generally, Other studies, s-ueh as those by Bronckart and Sinclair (1973}
and Ferreiro (1971) in French, and Baron (1972) in English, have also
revcated the early salIcncy of aspeclual notions such as duration, repetition,
iun'ptiol1, and cotlclustOJl of events,
Tn r("(urn to Ev{: Clark's approach, the first meanings to be acq uired should
he clos{'sl 10 the child's non-linguistic strategies for reprt;scntlng events to
himself: She sug~{'SIS that .~llch mcanillg.~ "can be regarded as c{)~nllivcly
simpler than others" (197J, p. IBO). To ex(end this very schematic argulllcllt,
W{' !.hllllld ph.\('rv{' a salil'lIry {If mr:1I1x of t'XIHl'""ing ilsl)('('1 over lcu,'iC ill
other Situations of languag-e change, with the expectation thaI expressions of
aspect s!louItI dcvdop bclorc expressions of tense.
KtSTORY

In the realm of language change, the evolution ofltaHan from Latin seems
to parallel the present-day ontogenesis of Italian (Antinucd & Miller, 1976,
p. 184.) When the Latin past tense inflection was lost, due to phollological
change ilnt! other (;lctOf.'l, a periphrastic perfect tense was introduced, at first

serving only the limited [unction of referring to the end state of a completed
process. Only iater was this form extended to refer to the location of processes
in the past. Within the history of Indo-European generally, there is evidence
that the aspectual opposition between perfective and imperfective preceded
the development of temporal opposition {Bronekart & Sinclair, 1973, p. 128),
suggesting even greater generality of the cognitive saliency of aspect over
tense. Apparently when a new form enters a language its range of meaning is
likely to be restricted to what Clark calls a "cognitivcly simpler" core, The
extension of meaning from that core must also follow natural cognitive pat
terns, whether occurring in ontogenesis or in other diachronic linguistic
processes.
CONTACT

In language contact situations, grammatical borrowing should be lUost
probable if a language is weak in formal means to express a salient semantic
notion, again using ontogenetic order of acquisition as an index of cognitive
saliency. For example, a periphrastic means of expressing a salient category
may be replaced by an inflectional marking, on the model of a cont;)ct Ian·
guage. This is apparently what happened to Bulgarian in contact with Turkish
{Galton, 1967). Turkish has an inferential modality to refer to non-witnessed
events. This form is easiiy mastered by 2.year-old Turkish children, suggesting
that it is a salient notion, Bulgarian developed a verbal conjugation to refer
to non-witnessed events, enriching the adverbial or periphrastic means
previously available. Presumably a language gains in expressiveness if a sa
lient notion can be expressed by an obligatory surface marker, and notions of
modality are best marked on the verb. Under constraints of the charge to be
processiblc, however, Bulgarian could not borrow the infix used in Turkish.
but devised a Slavic verbal su fix, consistent with the typological characteris
tics orUufgari<lll. Apparentty, Turki~h suggested to Bulgarian that this saHcnt
category could be cxpn:sscd inflectionally on the verb. 2
There is also some evickncc from language contact situations for the sa
liency of aspccl. Yiddish (Bavlskar, 1974), a Germanic language spoken all
Slavic territory, devdopcd an dahoralt,d nOl1·Gt'rm:Jnlc aspl'cllml Sysh'JII
along the lines of the well-developed Slavic system. (The suggestion of the
aThe nOlion tim I wnw formal me;ms ofexpression arc "weaker" thai, others deserves rhlbora
Ilon, The llulgarbn-Turkish situnlion suggests lhat inllectional marking is somehow preferabll'
to adverbial or clausal marking, and lhal ohiigalory marking is preferable to optional-alle;ut
for the more salient notions. A similar argumem could be made in regard lO the evolution from
oalmbai 1001- in Tok Pisin.Just as this approach requires a hierarchyofeognitivc notions in terms
of saliency or naturalness, it requires a hierarchy of means of forma! expression in terms of case
of ,H:quhilion and processibftily.

accessibility of aspectual notions to children is also supported by the apparent
case wi th which Slavic~spcaking children acquire this portion of their gram- _
mal'; Radulovic, i 975.}
I\1 y knowledge oC grammatical transfer in contact situations is scanty. But
I would expect that f.. .clors of cognitive simplicity or saliency, established in
ontogenetic studies, would playa leading role in predicting the possibility of
interlillgual borrowing or modding.
PlDGINfCREOLE

Kay and Sankoil' have a very clear statement on the role of saliency in
accounting for the initial set of grammatical markers in a pidgin and the
course of elaboration of grammar with depidginization. I would like to quote
their statement, with the psycholinguistic footnote that the sort of ordering
they suggest should eventually correspond to a universal ontogenetic ordering
(Kay & Sankoff, 1974, p. 69);
Given the hypothesis that there is a certain basic (and small) sel of underlying
semantic notions which arc always grammatically marked, even in the most
redU<.:ed contact vernaculars, and lhat as communicative functions increase,
other markers arc introduced, it is possible that in the development of contact
vernaculars tllere exists an ordering in the introduction of such additional
markers. For example, prepositions may be ordered such that when a pidgin has
only two, one marks genitive and the other has a generalized locative [unction,
wil h ,;pcel/ie loeO\tives (e.g., in. Oil, under) coming laler; loc<1don m<lY 1Jc m;trked
earlier than time; pronominal systems may mark persall and number before they
mark gC'ndcr or case, and so all. The general point is that certain semantic notions
which may be more psychologically s;tllent or functionally llecessary or both arc
grammiltkaHy marked carlier th"l1 olher.~. Contact vernaculars at v;triou,~ stages
of development may provide evidence for verifying such notions of universal
saliency or funcdon.

Derek Bickerton (1915), along lines similar to those developed by Elizabeth
Traugott (1973), has proposed a "natural semantax" which can be revealed
in the development of creoles. lfe specifically proposes a creote tense-aspect
syswm which has apparently arisen independently in unrelated creolizing
situatiuns, hypullu:sizlug lhal this system is a natural rcllcctioll of "spccillc
neural propcnie,'i of lhe human brain." It is ofinterest to me that this tense
aspect system is not concerned with the lime line of past-present-future, but,
like the child language studies I have mentioned, reflects a concern with such
ma tters as repetition and duration of events and the distinction between
stales and processes.
Bickerton (1975) proposes several basic cognitive prerequisites for such a
tense-aspect system, and they arc all well-attested in psychological studies of
cognitive development:

[n order to operate [the creole tense-aspect systemJ a speaker needs to be a!JI["
(a) to know the order in which past events occurred (b) to distinguish between
sensory input and the product of his imagination {el to tell whether something
huppellcd once only, or was either repeated or protracted in some way (d) to
distinguish states from actions. [p. 19J

This sounds like a description of the cognitive bases (or development of
temporal notions abstracted from specific event characteristics. And ap
parently as a creole language becomes more fully developed, aspect markers
such as these expand to become tense markers. For exampte (Labov, 1971),
in Hawaiian creole a particle (wen) which began as a perfective aspect marker
referring to completed past actions has become a general past tense mnrkcr.
Where can one go with such intriguing-parallels between widely separated
instances of linguistLc change? The issue is dearly not one ofcognitive develop
ment alone, since I have argued that the saliency of aspect over tense can be
demomtrated in adult language change as well as in ontogenesis, I suspect
that we will find a large part of the answer when we have a better under
standing of lhe communicative functions of tense and aspect in different sorls
of discourse situations. The important feature of grammatical tense is that it
encodes a temporal relation between the referent situation and the moment
in which the utterance is spoken. This is inherently a discourse phenomenon,
as opposed to distinctions of aspect and modality, which describe features of
events independent of the situation of the ongoing discourse. The comnmnica
tion of lense is apparently necessary Dilly whco a speech system is used betwcell
speakers of a certain level of maturity for a certain range of functions. I am
vague here because I have not thought sufficiently about these matters, but
the basic distinction I am proposing is one between salient or basic categories
of perception and cogni tion, which wi! [ be encoded in aU forms of Languag(,'
including preschool and pidgin speech systems-and more elaborated dis·
tinctions, resting on more complex cognitive processes, and required for
mature and stylistically differentiated communication.
Be Rhelo-r!cally Expressive

The notion of stylistically differentiated communication brings us to the
final charge-the cb;trge to be rhetorically expressive. It is this charge,
especiaUy, which requires the complexity of grammar. It is no accidenl that
a deVeloping languagc like Tok Pisin should havc to find means of encoding
relative clauscs, while a contact vernacular like Russenorsk or a 2-ycar.old
speech system can manage without such means. In order for Language to be
rhetorically expressive it must be possible to present information in a variet}'
of ways, [ocusi ng on this or that, guiding or checking the listener's attention,

distinguishing between what is new or old information, expected or unex
pected statement, and so forth. Gillian Sankoff, in discussing the origins of
Ihe ia panicle, provides clear examples of this expressive goal of language,
She notes that:
... io placed after it noun or pronoun ha~ (hc fUn<::tion offocusing on that clemen I,
oflt'n ill contras t to some olher refcren t whieh migh t also have been referred to by
that nOlln Of pro noun.• , .
In emphasizing and focusing on lhe clement it qualifies! ia provides a slot for
further informatioll about tbe clement in question to be included if necessary.
This informalion is basically of two sons; first, information presumed by the
speaker to be in the calegory of ".ihared Im()w!ed~e" between him/herself and
the convrr!iational partner(s). Such information may be presumed 10 he shared
either because it has been mentioned or given earlier ill the same conversillioll, or
bcc<l!lsC for other reasons (e.g., common background) it is assumed to be
sharrd.... fin 1 bmcketing provides II device for the issue of sharedncss to be
interanionaHy negotiated, in cases where there m<lY be some doubt about
whether or no! the information supplied is shared in ways sufficient to adequately
('Illd uniquely) identIfy Ole referent. [1974, pp. 13, 14J

Note how much of this description of the use of ia assumes that the speaker
is taking the rolc of his listener, actively programming his speech to be
effective and intelligible in a givcn discourse situation. Early chilclspeech and
conLact vernaculars are used in a limited range of contextually dependent
intcTuctions. There is Ii ttle or no need to talk abou t what is not a p parent; nor,
I would expect, is there much motivation to explore and monitor the possible
inner stales of the listener. This is true, to a certain extent, of conversations
betwecn adulLs and 2- or 3-year-old children; furthermore, the young child's
limiLed abiliLy to "deccnter" in the Piagetian sense precludes much of the
discourse dynamicssunimarized by SankoJT.
II is strikinl; to comidcr the extent to which grammar functions CJpedalb'
La ftJlrtll rhctorkal needs. Most studies ofchilcl language comprehension put
Lhe child into a siLnation where there arc IlO contextual cuc,~ to rhe meanings
of ul\eTanecs, hu t, in real life, there is lillie reason for a prcschool child to
rdy lwavily {HI synLactlc filClol'S to cktermrnc the basic propmiJiollil1 and
referential meaning of..,cntcnccs which he hears, Judith Johnston and 1 have:
gone through tr,\t]s(Tipts of adulL speech Lo chlldrcn bctWCl'll the i\!~CS of 2
and S, in Turkish and gngllsh, looki ng for scntences which wuld be open to
misinterpretation if the child lacked basic syntactic knowledge, such as the
roles of word order and inflections. We found almost no instances of an adult
uttenmce which could possibly be misinterpreted. That is, the overwhelming
mnjorlt y of utterances were clearly interpretable in context, requiring only
knowledge ofword meanings and the normal relations between actors, actions,

and objects in the world, Why, then, shouId the child learn to cope with the
complexities of varying word orders in Turkish, or deft and passive sentences
in English, and the like? Partl}', of course, it could be because the child simply
cannot heIp paying aUention to and assimilating grammatical detail: ThalL,
the nature of the machine, And BOrne knowledge of grammar is necessary in
order to be able to segment incoming speech into clauses for deeper analysis.
But more of the answer may lie in the imparlance of grammar for directing
and focusing attention in discourse-both for the child as lisll;ner and as
speaker. His eventual mastery of grammatical complexities may be attribut
able, to a farge extent, to a growing need to comprehend expressive aspects of
messages and to communicate expressively-that is, to direct his listener's
attention skillfully in a discourse, trying to maintain interest, attention, and
u nderslanding, There is some evidence, for example, that the emergence of
grammatical device.., is directly tied to emerging abilities to topicalize Qr foens,
Brian iVlacWhinncy (1975) and Elizabeth Batcs (197G), for example, sug'gcsl
that the first usc of word order in child speech {aL least in Hungarian and in
Italian) is for pragmatic focus, rather than the expression ofundcrl)'illg gram
matical or semantic relations.
1t remains to spell ou t in more detail the role of rhe torical factors in child
language! language contact and changc, and pidgin and creole situations. For
now I want to simply poi ot out that, in general, it is the charge to be expressi ve
which intraduces much of grammatical complexity in to Language. A pidgin
language, as I have pointed out in the extreme case of Russenorsk, like a 2
or 3-ycar-old languagc! admirably fulfills the first two charges to Language.
But when a language acq uircs a broad range of communicative func(iolls
either through maturity of its speakers, in the case of an established language,
or dcpidginizatioll and creolization in the case of pidgin languages-it lo.~es
this enviable clarity, Why should communicative necds require grammatical
cOQlplexity? Apparently grammar develops, both in creoles and in children,
to fulfill morc eommunicativc needs than Lhe direct expression of proposi
tional content. Adherence to the first two charges alone would produce a
language in whieh the range of surface exprcssiollS for cad underlying se
mantic configuration would be extremely limited. As such, ongoing speech
would be as close lo a series of undcd>'illg propositions as po'\\'~ibk. gi vm the
time cQlIStraints on proc,essing, But speech in the settings of mature ;llld
deVeloped com lI111nie" tion require., more, As Labav (197/, p. 72) has pointed
out, grammar is notjus( a (00101' logical analysis. In his words: "Grammar is
busy with emphasi.~, focus, down-shifting and up-grading; it is a way of
organizing information and taking alternative points of view," From the
point of vicw of developmental psycholinguistics, we would do well to study
the emergence ofsuch communicative functions ofspeech in children in order
to obtain a fully coherent view of linguistic development.

I began wi tl1 the goal of deHning Language by studying it in its unstable
and changing phases. I want to close by emphasizing that this goal cannot be
achieved without attending to the complex and contradictory pressures of
four dilTerellt charges to Language. A fully developed human language must
be pragmatically flexihle, semantically expressive, rapid in tempo, readily
decipherable, and semantically clear. Children have the capacity to construct
such languages, and the human mind has the capacity to consistently maintain
and adjust Language so thal it remains in consonance with all of these goals.
Watching Language move through time, it becomes clear that the more it
changes, the morc it remains the same.
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It was only a few years ago that Slobin (1973) presented his major contribu
tion to the theory of language acquisition by formulating a number of uni
versals of language development and a series ofoperating principles by which
the child approaches the task of learning gnlmmar. This was a change of
direction in the thell current theorizing, which generally was engaged in
wrilin?; grammars ofr.hild lan~uagc. As I have argucd elsewhcre (Sc hksiuglT,
1975), thcre arc [;)1' too few cOllStraints on writing sllch grammars for the
enc!t<lvor to be really fntitfuL Slobin·.~ apprO<lch to exploring universals
hrings us face to lace with the iSSlIt' that really matters: how the child's gram
mar c!ulIIgp and develops inlo the ildult grammar.
The problem of change turns up again-but this time within a mud)
vaster panorama-ill SIobin's IICW paper. This time he is not limiting himself
to the changes in the language of the child, He studies the tcndencies that
determine child deVelopment as they reveal themselves wherever language
changes; for instance, in pidgin languages and creoles, in bilingual contact
and in historical change orlanguage.
One cannot fail to be impressed by this ambitious undertaking. The prill
dples he proposes make a wealth or data seem to fall into a coherent pattern,
and this makes !lis present approach so appealing. It would be picayune,
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